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From natural phonetics to the rules behind the 
"rules" 
AIvar Nyqvist Goes, Bromma 

Abstract 
A search for the ultimate exception-flee rules of natural language, backed up by 
elemenfa and techniques ffom natural phonetics and other relevant hard sciences 
led to a basic highly explanatory grammar. A voltage-parallel calibration of the 
unmarked bottom of the English stress scale (stress = neuroelectric energy), 
served as introduction to the hidden rule system. 

The search 

Axioms 
1. Natural language is processed by the human 

biomachinery. (A computer-directed electro- 
mechanical machinery with neuroelectrical 
wiring. Subject to early neural-receptor 
fatigue). 

2. The task of natural language is to convey a 
hi-fi picture ("meaning") of forms and 
feelings. 

3. This makes perception the target of speech 
production. 

Speech production is rational. (Or else!) 

Sub-conscious speech processing, fast, 
multichannel, after a lifetime of training. The 
underlying rules work there, no longer noticed. 
The need for neural receptor alternation is a 
good basis for contrast assignment at all levels. 

Stress 
English stress, with its heavy informational 
duties, was ideal for calibration of the bottom 
unmarked scale from - as all forms of energy - 
0 (+duration), 1 (weak) to X (nuclear). 
Disylabic proto patterns were used, slow and 

careful pronunciation alone in the utterance. 
Result: A 6-volt parallel scale. Rules, directly 
applicable: Maximum Sequential Contrast Rule, 
always switched on, pitted against a General 
Blocking Rule until perception was whittled 
down from strong to correct. Tested on Mc 
names and issues in the literature, these rules 
proved highly satisfactory. Blocking was trig- 
gered by any meaning error perceived during 
pre-sonic speaker feedback. 

Ultimate rules 
If the above rules were (and they were) the main 
rules acting in a sub-system specific way, they 
would be: "make for strong, fast, easy percep- 
tion", pitted against "block any significant error 
in the perception of meaning" (forms AND 
feelings). They tested well. 

Some results 
Grammar rules = Standards, first speaker 
choice. 

0 stress carried by 0 speech unit = Open 
juncture of syllable-to-sentence level. (A joker 
speech unit). 

Phonetic articulatory parameters. (E = Mc 
explain much). 




